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introduction
Sometimes we take a look at an object but interpret it
very differently. In this assignment the main focus was
on how to translate the words: attractive, composed, fast
& slow into mood boards, sketches and finally in a final
design for a set of cutlery.
So in this report you can read and see the designing
process of the set of cutlery. We began with a personal
mood board, some sketches and pictures of the words
and we ended up with a final mood board, a product
drawing and a nice set of cutlery in which the words
‘attractive & composed’ are translated in the outward
appearance and the words ‘fast & slow’ are translated in
the dining exercise.
Instead of a contents we used a timeline in this report. In
here you will see which pictures visualize this part of out
process. We chose this way of guidance in our report
because our process is mostly visually documented.
We hope you enjoy reading our report,
Martijn Veenstra
Naomi Verdaasdonk
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As a first exercise to visualize the 8 words
that this assignment revolves around, 8
pictures had to be presented that each
captured the essence of one of these
words
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To get a more thorough feeling for
the visualisation of abstract ideas, an
individual moodboard was made that had
to express on of the eight concepts. The
result and feedback on this can be found
on the next pages.
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main feedback on
individual The
this moodboard was that
moodboard although the repulsiveness is
it’s done too
martijn communicated,
literally, the repulsiveness is in
content of the images, the
repulsive the
repulsiveness could be more in
the composition.

feedback on this mood board
individual The
was that the look of the girl is intense
moodboard however, the overall feeling of the
was not intense enough. The
naomi image
way that ‘intense’ could be realized
is by using pictures with a
intense better
strong appearance and by making
the right colour combinations.

The overall feedback was that the
moodboard mood
board contained to many graphic
slow fast elements. A mood board should not tell
story but should give an impression.
attractive aAlso
the way the images can be cut
composed and the colour of the background are
very important. The details can make or
break your design!

moodboard II
The first part of the actuel design process of the
cutlery consisted of the creation of a moodboard
that incorporated all the four words that also
have to be expressed by the final result of this
assignment. These are: slow, fast, attractive and
composed
In this moodboard the ‘slow-fast’ contradiction
is display by using contrasting shapes that are
round and soft on on side and hard and pointy
on the other.
The expression of ‘attractive’ and ‘composed’ is
mostly done through colour and composition.
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The first exercise to generate ideas with
3D models was by making mock-ups from
‘garbage’. These models should represent
the way of eating, in this case: slow & fast.
From these scrap models, several were
chosen to continue with and develop
futher into clay models. These models can
be found in the following images: 29, 30
32, 35, 34, 43
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sketches I
Next, sketches were drawn, based on the
first iteration of the mood board with all
four words in it and on the scrapmodels.
The focus of the sketches was to show
the appearance of the cutlery, in this case:
attractive & composed.

remarks on the sketches
sketches General
concerned the fact that the drawings
based on should be more three-dimensional
drawn with fineliner instead of
scrap models and
pencil. Adding en extra dimension can
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be achieved by the use of markers,
although one should be weary of
using them too much.
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moodboard III
Based on the feedback the moodboard
was improved. The graphic elements
were removed because they were to
conceptual instead of adding to the
essence of the moodboard. Different
images were added to achieve a more
fast feeling within the moodboard.

main comments were that the soft
moodboard The
colors will not make the impression
slow fast ‘attractive’. To make the impression
‘attractive’ the color red should
attractive more
be added as well as more louder colors.
other comment was that the line
composed The
from the toe until the ice-cream fitted
nicely in the composition.
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sketches II
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These sketches are the improved
version of initial sketching. To get these
sketches to the level of a final drawing
the assignment was to keep practicing.
These sketches were based on the same
scrap models as the clay models that
can be found on the next pages, one will
probably be able to see the similarities
between these 3 iterations of the same
concept.
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models II
To become to a final design the sketches
had to be made in 3D models. Therefore
3 pair of sketches were chosen and made
into clay models.
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Eventuall the pair of 98 and 99 was chosen to continue with and develop into a
final design. However, the design of 98
changed quite severely.

remarks on the digital mood
moodboard The
board focused on the details. The
slow fast transitions of the images could
better as well as the way the
attractive be
single images were cut. There was
composed also one pictures which did not fit
the composition that well.

moodboard IV
To optimize the mood board, it had to
became digital. The mood board was
scanned so that it could be improved, like
changing the brightness of the colors.
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models III
The final design was too complicated to
make out of wood or plastic therefore the
decision was made to make a 3D-model
and 3D-print this model.
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sketches III
The sketches to the right present the way
the cutlery should look when it is finished
into its final shape.
Sketches 105-109 represent different trial
sketches that led up to these sketches.
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moodboard V
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Based on the feedback this mood board
is adjusted. Therefore all the single images
were photographed and modified one
by one. In this way the focus was on the
details.
This resulted in a better looking mood
board. With the whole composition being smoother, the composedness of the
moodboard is better expressed.

models IV
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The plan for the finished models was to iron cast
the them. Unfortunately, because of the complex
shape of the cutlery it was not possible to so
this together with the other students, because
it needs to be done using another casting
technique.
So currently the final result consists of two
3d-printed models of the two different pieces
of cutlery, these models will also be used as
the moulds when the actual final models will
be cast. Plans for the future include still going
to Beeldenstorm to cast the models or to print
them in aluminium at Shapeways
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sketches IV
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These sketches are similar to the previous
sketches 103 and 104, however these are
redrawn for the presentation.
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reflection naomi

I chose this assignment because I wanted to learn more about
form explorations and different techniques to create prototypes
like iron casting. So I wanted to make multiple objects in which I
am exploring the form.
We started with an explanation of what a mood board is and to
talk about what the pictures showed us. This was the first step
of making your own mood board. At this time I did not get what
I could do with a mood board yet. It was just a piece of paper
with a nice composition of images for me.
But making this mood board showed me that it is harder than
I thought. To create an overall feeling instead of just some
pictures which are place together. The hardest part was to
combine more words in one board. Therefore I made more than
one iterations of the mood board and kept changing them until
I was convinced enough. This was fun to do, because I could see
that I became better in it.
The mood board gave me an idea of what the words we had to
use would look like. You know what a word means but to make
this visible in a non-graphic image is different and this showed
me that visualize my ideas and thoughts will give me a new look
on things and new inspiration to develop them.
At the end I saw that our final design really looks like our mood

board with respect to the form of it. That was a little surprising
moment because in the beginning I thought that mood boards
did not have that much value.
Our first building assignment was make models out of garbage,
this was a bit strange to do. Namely I didn’t thought that I
could find my final design in a scrap model. But it showed me
different. Making stuff from garbage gave me inspiration to
sketch and to think of forms for the final design. I also combined
more than one model and draw these. After this we build 3 pairs
that we chose from clay. And one of these clay models became
our final design.
Making my 2D sketches into 3D models showed me a new
perspective of designing. The way of developing a 2D sketch
into a 3D model was new for me and had some surprising
moments. Without knowing we had a few 3D models and in
now time we had our final design. Normally I think a lot before I
will have my final design but in this assignment everything went
so fast and smooth that the final design was there before we
actually noticed.
So a hands on approach really works for me. Start making and
realizing my ideas in a 3D model will give me new inspiration
and motivation to keep working and to create my final design.
Afterwards it was nice to see how I went through the design

process and how everything had his own influence in this
process.
Following this assignment also learned me to focus more on the
details. Not only while working but also when I look at things.
The appearance of a design is very important if the product
will become successful or not. Like we had to make cutlery, the
exterior should make clear how to use it and how to hold it.
So during the design process this was one of the aspect that
we had to think about. Letting others use your cutlery showed
me if the appearance is clear enough or not. So I will reuse this
method of working because it worked out well.
One of my goals was to learn new techniques to create
prototypes. Martijn and I both had the idea to iron cast our
model. This was complicated than we hoped. Therefore we
made first our model with a 3D printer which was new for me.
I like the outcome of it but the material is unfortunately not
strong enough so that we can actually use our cutlery. We will
keep working until we have an aluminum prototype whether it
is iron casted or 3D printed.
So all in all I really liked this assignment. It showed me new ways
of idea generating and a whole new way of a design process
which work out well. The assignment will not stop for me now
because I want to have an aluminum object.

reflection martijn

For me, the assignment look is about catching the essence
of an abstract concept in a physical form. Or at least that is
what have learned from it. Here at industrial design the focus
is usually on the user, which means we often think about the
shape of a product, but only in the sense of how the user will
use it and if the design is userfriendly enough. However we
hardly think about the message the design sends to the user.
As a designer I think that the aestethics of a design van be a
strong tool to add to the experience of a product. I think this
is also strongly the case with designing deliverables such as
reports, in which I have developed myself to a substantial level.
However my development of form and senses in the world of
tangible, 3D objects is of a lesser extent. To learn more about 3d
form language I chose this assignment.
I think the main learning goal of this assignment as described
in the first paragraph is reached. During the assignment a
complete design process focused on the form and sense of a
product was completed. For me it was quite interesting to see
the final design come together step by step in small steps with
a lot of iterations. Although the initial scrap model of our cutlery
did not stand out, making it out of other materials showed the
potential of the design.
I think this is the strength of the process that was used, By

using all these different techniques of visualizing and modeling
which all have their strenghs and weaknesses you observe
your design from a lot of different viewpoint. This way the small
design decisions you take every iteration feel very natural,
almost intuitively.
By diving into your design in such a broad sense you really
develop a feeling for every aspect of the design and instead
of thinking about every step, after a while you can act on your
intuition.
I think this assignment was a nice addition to my experience in
form and senses. I see a lot of applications for this technique
of developing a product and I’m quite sure that I will use this
technique the coming months in my project, which in my
opinion is the best way to see if an assignment is useful, the
degree in which you van use the gained knowledge on other
occasions.

